2002 mercury sable interior

The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you
choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike
other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but
rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel
economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's
important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its
class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the
best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key
features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car
buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the
Mercury Sable. Colors generally differ by style. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct.
Mercury Sable Mercury Sable Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower
the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May
require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can
interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve
to be on the road. New Car Quick Quote Mercury. Please select a model Select Model. Get Your
Price. The Mercury Sable is a range of automobiles that were manufactured and marketed by the
Mercury brand of Ford Motor Company. Introduced on December 26, as the replacement for the
Mercury Marquis , the Sable marked the transition of the mid-size Mercury product range to
front-wheel drive. From the to model years, the Sable was produced as a mid-size vehicle;
four-door sedan and five-door station wagon body styles were offered. For , the Sable was
withdrawn, replaced by the full-size Montego and mid-size Milan. For , the Sable was
reintroduced as a full-size car, offered solely as a four-door sedan. Due to declining sales, the
Sable was discontinued after the model year, leaving no Mercury counterpart of the
sixth-generation Taurus. The final Sable was produced on May 21, ; in total, 2,, Sables were
produced during its â€” production. The Mercury Sable nameplate was derived from the sable ,
a weasel-like mammal from Russia that is valued for its smooth, dark fur. During the
development of the Sable, Mercury had become one of the final American brands to adopt
front-wheel drive into its vehicle line. In place of a traditional auto show unveiling, the launch
was held an MGM Studios soundstage where Gone with the Wind was filmed. Ford workers
came into the room, which was decorated in space-age decor, holding cups shaped like flying
saucers and the Taurus and Sable were sitting behind a curtain. With the flashing of strobe
lights and a drum-roll, the curtain was pulled back and the two cars were revealed to the public.
Replacing the mid-size Marquis Cougar prior to sedan and station wagon, to protect its
investment, Ford produced both model lines for the model year. The Sable was on Car and
Driver magazine's Ten Best list on its release in and again in and As with its Marquis
predecessor, the Sable used unibody construction. The Sable is equipped with four-wheel
independent suspension. Ford's 3. However, the 3. Some also attribute this to reduced
under-hood cooling. The first-generation Sable was offered in two body styles: a four-door
sedan and a five-door station wagon. In an extensive departure from its Marquis predecessor,
the Sable sedan shares only its doors and roof stamping with the Taurus; with the exception of
its front fascia, the Taurus wagon derives its body from the Sable. To differentiate its roofline,
the B, C, and D-pillars of the Sable sedan were blacked out for a "floating roof" effect. During its
production, the first-generation Sable underwent few changes. For , the exterior underwent a
mid-cycle revision; the amber parking lamp lenses were replaced by clear units and sedans saw
revisions to taillamp lenses. While the Sable shared largely the same interior features as the
Taurus, in a departure from tradition, the Sable was designed with a model-specific dashboard
partly integrated into the door panels. For , the Sable underwent a redesign of the dashboard to
accommodate the addition of a driver-side airbag; a CD player was added as an option. For the
model year, the second-generation Sable was introduced. The interior of the Sable underwent a
redesign of the door panels, dashboard, and interior controls. The base "GS" and luxury "LS"
trim levels were carried over from the previous generation. A front cloth bench seat was
standard on GS sedans and wagons, although cloth bucket seats were available on GS sedans
only. Higher-end cloth bucket seats were standard on LS sedans, but a bench seat was a no
cost option. A front bench was standard on LS wagons, with bucket seats optional. Leather
seating surfaces were available on all LS Sables. In for MY , unpopular optional features such as
the " InstaClear " heated windshield were eliminated. The wagon version was available with
mostly the same options as the sedan versions. With both rear split seats in the upright
position, standard cargo capacity was It featured leather bucket seats, Taurus LX-style alloy
wheels, special cladding, and many leather wrapped interior trim parts. The third-generation
Sable was introduced for the model year. As before, the Sable returned as a four-door sedan
and five-door station wagon. While mechanically identical to its Ford Taurus counterpart, the

sedans of the two model lines shared less sheetmetal than before, with only the front doors,
hood, and front fenders common between the Taurus and Sable as before, the Sable served as
the basis for Ford and Mercury station wagons. In contrast to the oval-influenced roofline of the
Ford Taurus, the Sable was styled with a sloped roofline with a rectangular rear window; the
model received its own front and rear fascias. The trim lines saw a minor revision, with the
Sable G introduced as a new entry-level model and the Sable LTS discontinued. For higher
sales volumes, the GS and LS made their return, offered both in sedan and station wagon form.
For the Sable G and GS, the standard engine was the 3. For the Sable LS, the standard engine
was a 3. For , the Sable underwent several cost-cutting revisions; several features of the LS
became available on the GS as options. The Sable received another redesign in for MY , which
minimized some of the oval design elements from the model, replacing them with more
conventional styling. The suspension was also softened to appeal to a broader, non-sporting
audience. The Sable included extra equipment on every trim level, including a CD player and
power driver's seat on the GS, and a power moonroof or leather interior on the LS. Inside were a
new instrument cluster and steering wheel. Due to the Mercury brand's discontinuation in
Canada, the fourth generation Sable was never available in the Canadian market. Thus it was
unique to the US and Mexico. The Mercury Montego and Milan were launched as replacements
for the Sable. The last Sable left the Atlanta plant on April 29, The fifth-generation Mercury Sable
was launched for the model year. Developed as a mid-cycle update of the Mercury Montego, the
production vehicle revived the more widely-recognized Sable nameplate at the Chicago Auto
Show. While approximately 10 inches shorter and pounds lighter than the Grand Marquis, the
fifth-generation Sable was the first produced as a full-size car. For the first time, the model line
was offered exclusively as a four-door sedan no Mercury counterpart of the Taurus X wagon
was developed. Front-wheel drive remained standard, with all-wheel drive becoming an option
for the first time. In the transition from the Montego to the Sable, a number of changes were
made to the body and chassis. The fifth-generation Sable adopted the trim lines of the Montego
and Milan, with an unnamed standard trim level and a top Premier trim. Water pumps on the to
Mercury Sable equipped with the 3. The water pumps on these engines are internally mounted
and driven by the timing chain. As a result, when they fail, antifreeze is dumped directly into the
crankcase; mixing with engine oil and potentially damaging the head gaskets and connecting
rod bearings. Many of these water pump failures occur without warning and repairs often cost
thousands of dollars as the engine needs to be disassembled or removed from the vehicle to
access the water pump. In some cases, the engine will need to be replaced outright. A class
action lawsuit was started against Ford as a result of this issue. During MY , Mercury introduced
a special edition of the Sable called the "LS Monochrome Edition", which as an option would
color the bumpers, side trim, and wheels white. Keeping with the name, only 50 were sold,
combined between GS and LS models. It was meant to use the SHO's chassis, interior, and
suspension, but not the engine. The Sable LTS remained in a " development hell " until mid
when it was introduced as a high end version of the Sable, but by then, it was just a highly
optioned LS. An unknown number of these Sables still exist, but a pristine condition GS in this
trim was sold on eBay in It was built from a sedan chassis and featured a completely custom
two-door body with a custom folding top. However, it was shelved; the only one sat in a
warehouse for years until it was given a VIN , titled, and driven. It was sold on eBay in In an
article in Automotive News circa an all aluminum "body in white" was made for a Sable. At the
time Audi had just released the A8, so it might have been an engineering exercise for
constructing all aluminum frames, as Jaguar has now. Whatever became of the "Aluminum
Sable Unibody", or if there was more than one, is unknown. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. October [1] â€” April 29, June â€” May 21, See also:
First-generation Ford Taurus. See also: Second-generation Ford Taurus. See also:
Third-generation Ford Taurus. See also: Ford Taurus fourth generation. See also:
Fifth-generation Ford Taurus. The Detroit News. Retrieved Taurus Car Club of America.
Archived from the original on 27 April Archived from the original on Consumer Guide. Detroit
News. Ford Authority. Retrieved February 17, Mercury vehicles. A division of Ford Motor
Company , â€” Category Commons. Ford Taurus. First-generation â€” Second-generation â€”
Third-generation â€” Fourth-generation â€” Fifth-generation â€” Sixth-generation â€”
Seventh-generation â€”present, China. HSC 2. Categories : Mercury vehicles Flexible-fuel
vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles Mid-size cars Full-size vehicles Station wagons Sedans s
cars s cars Ford Taurus Cars introduced in Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback
links Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Mercury Ford. Ford Taurus Limited indirect. Ford Taurus Lincoln

Continental. Atlanta, Georgia Chicago, Illinois. Ford D platform [22]. Mercury Milan Mercury
Montego. Chicago, Illinois. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercury Sable. Sport
compact. Personal luxury. Grand Marquis. Station Wagon. Colony Park. Light truck. I'm not
terribly concerned with aesthetics, so this issue was not terribly bothersome, however I feel it
important to note it in the event it affects someone else's opinion. The interior of the Sable GS I
purchased was immaculate. It was owned by an old couple and only driven for short intervals
over the 13 years they owned it. I bought it at about 75K miles. They opened up the rear
passenger door to put their bag on the seat and the wind literally ripped the door panel fabric to
the rear of the door handle out of the panel. Not being one to fuss, I took one of those rewards
cards that can be put onto a keychain and used the narrow end to push the fabric back into the
panel. It took a little muscle, as the gap to push the fabric into is extremely narrow, however I
was able to push all of the pleather-like fabric back into place. No issues since. I bought this as
a used car in immaculate shape, but as the door panel fabric squares I say plural started coming
off I noticed that they had been repaired before. I now have three doors missing this same
square of fabric that was obviously not trimmed large enough to have excess behind the panel
so that it would not pull out over time. If I could put the piece back on it would have to be
stretched and would end up pulling out again as there is insufficient pressure to hold the too
small fabric in the door. I could see one coming loose if the car was beat up and ill used but this
car is in great shape and was very well cared for by previous owner as well as myself, and 3
doors are suffering from the very same problem, same piece of fabric on every door. I'm
expecting the fourth to come off at any time. Take a Huntington Beach, CA city car to the
Minnesota North Shore you can expect issues: Further evidence it's not going to make it here
and stay perdy. This fancy LS model had under 15, when it arrived. The fabulous interior
suffered when it hit 30 below zero last December. The fabric covering the molding on the
passenger door pulled away from its adhesive. I'm not sure what product or how it should be
replace. I'll have to get a picture to post on this one. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Most Common Solutions: not sure 4 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share
on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites Solution To Door Panel Fabric
Issue - I realize this says "Taurus" however as you know, the Taurus and Sable are "cousins" so
to speak, so this should work for you as well. I also have the same problem but haven't tried it
yet. Find a good Mercury mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Quick Links. Summary of Contents for Mercury
Sable Page 1 Reproduction by any means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying,
recording or by any information storage and retrieval system or translation in whole or part is
not permitted without written authorization from Ford Motor Company. Page 5: Introduction
State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Please take the
time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and

understand about your vehicle the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving
it. Page 6 Introduction Fuel pump shut-off switch In the event of an accident the safety switch
will automatically cut off the fuel supply to the engine. The switch can also be activated through
sudden vibration e. To reset the switch, refer to the Fuel pump shut-off switch in the Roadside
emergencies chapter. During the first 1, km 1, miles of driving, vary speeds frequently. This is
recommended to give the moving parts a chance to break in. Page 9 Introduction These are
some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Page 12 Instrument Cluster If the light
remains on, have your vehicle serviced at the first available opportunity. Note: The light will
illuminate if vehicle refueling is conducted with the engine running. Never refuel vehicle with the
engine running. Light is blinking: Engine misfire is occurring which could damage your catalytic
converter. It also illuminates if the parking brake is engaged. If the brake system warning light
does not illuminate as described, seek service immediately. Illumination after the parking brake
is released indicates low brake fluid level or a brake system malfunction and the brake system
should be serviced immediately by a qualified technician. Page 14 Instrument Cluster Charging
system Illuminates when the battery is not charging properly. Engine oil pressure Illuminates
when the oil pressure falls below the normal range. Check the oil level and add oil if needed.
Refer to Engine oil in the Maintenance and specifications chapter. Page 15 Instrument Cluster
Check transaxle Illuminates when a transaxle problem has been detected and shifting may be
restricted. If this lamp remains on, have your vehicle serviced immediately. Turn signals
Illuminates when the turn signals or the hazard lights are turned on. If the lights stay on
continuously or flash faster, check for a burned-out bulb. Page 17 Instrument Cluster This
gauge indicates the temperature of the engine coolant, not the coolant level. If the coolant is not
at its proper level the gauge indication will not be accurate. Fuel gauge Displays approximately
how much fuel is in the fuel tank. The fuel gauge may vary slightly when the vehicle is in motion
or on a grade. Page 18 Instrument Cluster Trip odometer Registers the kilometers miles of
individual journeys. To reset, depress the control. Driving with your tachometer pointer
continuously at the top of the scale may damage the engine. Turn control to raise or lower
volume. Scan function in radio mode Press the SCAN control to hear a brief sampling of all
listenable stations on the frequency band. Press the control again to stop the scan mode. Scan
function in tape mode Press the SCAN control to hear a short sampling of all selections on the
tape. Page 22 Entertainment Systems Radio station memory preset The radio is equipped with
six station memory preset controls. Setting memory preset stations 1. Hold the control to move
through the frequencies quickly. Press the COMP control to activate and deactivate
compression adjust. Shuffle feature The shuffle feature operates in CD mode and plays all
tracks on the current disc in random order. Press the AM or FM control to enter into radio mode.
When the desired hour appears, release the control. To set the minute, press and hold the
minute M control. When the desired minute appears, release the control. Do not insert any
promotional odd shaped or sized discs, or discs with removable labels into the CD player as
jamming may occur. Slide the door to access the CD changer magazine. Press to eject the
magazine. Page 32 Entertainment Systems If you pull too hard on the disc holder, the disc
holder may come completely out of the magazine. If this happens, reinsert the disc holder back
into the magazine while pressing on the lever A. Line up the CD with the groove of the disc
holder. The magazine may be stored in the glove box when not being used. The CD magazine
may be inserted or ejected with the radio power off. CD units are designed to play commercially
pressed 12 cm 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact
discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. The further an FM signal
travels, the weaker it is. The listenable range of the average FM station is approximately 40 km
24 miles. Temperature control knob Controls the temperature of the airflow inside the vehicle.
Mode Selector Control Controls the direction of the airflow to the inside of the vehicle. Page 37
Climate Controls The air conditioning compressor can operate in all modes except. Since the air
conditioner removes considerable moisture from the air during operation, it is normal if clear
water drips on the ground under the air conditioner drain while the system is working and even
after you have stopped the vehicle. It can be used to clear ice or fog from the windshield. Select
the position that distributes air through the Panel and Floor. Set the temperature control to full
heat. Set the fan speed to full fan. The EATC will only operate when the vehicle is running. Page
41 Climate Controls Temperature selection The display window indicates the AUTO selected
temperature, function AUTO or one of the override controls and manual control of fan speed if
automatic fan speed is not desired. You can override fan speed at any time. To control fan
speed manually, press the fan control or the steering wheel fan speed control if equipped to
cancel automatic fan speed operation. For short periods of time only, use this mode to reduce
undesirable odors from entering the vehicle. Page 45 Climate Controls cooling the vehicle if
driven for two or three minutes with the windows open. This will force most of the hot, stale air

out of the vehicle. For more information, or to replace the filter, contact your Ford, Lincoln or
Mercury Dealer. Rotate to the second position to turn on the headlamps. Autolamp control if
equipped The autolamp system provides light sensitive automatic on-off control of the exterior
lights normally controlled by the headlamp control. Page 48 Lights Always remember to turn on
your headlamps at dusk or during inclement weather. The Daytime Running Lamp DRL system
does not activate with your tail lamps and generally may not provide adequate lighting during
these conditions. Failure to activate your headlamps under these conditions may result in a
collision. If your vehicle has been in an accident the alignment of your headlamps should be
checked by a qualified service technician. Vertical aim adjustment 1. Page Turn Signal Control
Lights To see a clearer light pattern for adjusting, you may want to block the light from one
headlamp while adjusting the other. Locate the vertical adjuster on each headlamp. Using a 4
mm wrench, turn the adjuster either clockwise to adjust down or counterclockwise to adjust up.
Page 51 Lights The dome lamp will stay on if the control is moved to the passenger side
position. When the control is in the middle position, the lamp will only come on when a door is
opened. Replacing headlamp bulbs To remove the headlamp bulb: 1. Make sure headlamp
switch is in OFF position. Page 55 Lights 5. Disconnect the electrical connector from the bulb
by pulling rearward. Remove the bulb retaining ring by rotating it counterclockwise. Remove the
old bulb from the lamp assembly by pulling it straight out of the lamp assembly. Page 56 Lights
2. Install the bulb retaining ring over the plastic base and lock the ring by rotating clockwise
until it snaps into place. Connect the electrical connector to the bulb. Install the protective dust
shield and lock the shield by rotating it clockwise until it locks into position. Page 57 Lights 5.
Carefully pull bulb straight out of the socket and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket
into the lamp assembly by rotating it clockwise. Carefully position the headlamp assembly onto
the vehicle. Hold the headlamp assembly snugly against the vehicle and install the retainer pins
straight down to lock the lamp into place. Page 58 Lights Replacing high-mount brakelamp
bulbs â€” Wagon only 1. Open liftgate. Remove two screw covers, screws and handle from
liftgate. Remove two screws and the lower trim panel from the liftgate. Remove the upper trim
panel. Remove the rubber plug from the lower access hole in the upper portion of the liftgate.
Page 59 Lights 7. Carefully lift the lamp assembly away from the liftgate. Remove the bulb
socket by rotating it counterclockwise and pulling it out from the lamp assembly. Carefully pull
the bulb straight out of the socket and push in the new bulb. Page 60 Lights 3. On the underside
of the spoiler, remove the two decorative screw covers on the LED module. Remove the two
screws that are holding the LED module in place. Remove the wiring harness grommet and
disengage the electrical connector. Page 61 Lights Sedan 1. Make sure headlamp switch is in
OFF position and remove two screws, grommets and the license plate lamp assembly from the
trunk lid. Carefully pull the bulb from the socket and push in the new bulb. Page 62 Lights 6.
Install the lamp assembly on the vehicle with four nut and washer assemblies ensuring the
washers on the nuts are flush with the body to prevent water from entering the trunk. The bars
of varying length are for intermittent wipers. When in this position rotate the control upward for
fast intervals and downward for slow intervals. Page 64 Driver Controls Press the washer
control to activate the rear washer. The wiper will come on when the washer control is pressed,
if it is not already on. Windshield wiper blades Check the wiper blades for wear at least twice a
year or when they seem less effective. Hold the control while adjusting the wheel to the desired
position, then release the control. Never adjust the steering wheel when the vehicle is moving.
Page Power Windows Driver Controls Do not plug optional electrical accessories into the
cigarette lighter. Use the power point. Page Mirrors Driver Controls Window lock The window
lock feature allows only the driver to operate the power windows. Press the right side to restore
the window controls. Accessory delay if equipped With accessory delay, the window switches
may be used for up to ten minutes after the ignition switch is turned to the OFF position or until
Most geographic areas zones have a magnetic north compass point that varies slightly from the
northerly direction on maps. Page 69 Driver Controls 2. Page Speed Control Cruise Control
Driver Controls Heated outside mirrors if equipped Both mirrors are heated automatically to
remove ice, mist and fog when the rear window defrost is activated. Do not remove ice from the
mirrors with a scraper or attempt to readjust the mirror glass if it is frozen in place. Page 71
Driver Controls Do not use the speed control in heavy traffic or on roads that are winding,
slippery, or unpaved. Once speed control is switched off, the previously programmed set speed
will be erased. Each press will increase the set speed by 1. Disengaging the speed control will
not erase the previously programmed set speed. Pressing OFF will erase the previously
programmed set speed. Hard objects can injure you in a collision. Page 76 Driver Controls To
avoid potential distraction and increased risk of injury or accident, Ford recommends you do
not use the phone while driving. Please pull off the road and park before making or answering a
call. To prevent damage to the antenna or your car, remove the cellular phone antenna mast

before using an automatic car wash. Page 78 Driver Controls Cargo cover if equipped Your
vehicle may be equipped with a cargo area shade that covers the luggage compartment of your
vehicle. To install the shade: 1. Fasten the cover into the mounting brackets make sure the
cover is right side up. Page 79 Driver Controls 2. Wrap the vinyl around the roller tube twice.
Tuck the edges of the vinyl inside the end cap with each wrap. Fold the edges of the vinyl
towards the center, making sure that the edges clear the end cap slots. The front cross-bar does
not move. Do not load more than 44 kg lbs. To adjust cross-bar position: 1. In case of loss,
replacement keys are available from your dealer. You should always carry a second key with
you in a safe place in case you require it in an emergency. The handle is composed of a material
that will glow for hours in darkness following brief exposure to ambient light. The remote entry
system allows you to lock or unlock all vehicle doors, trunk and liftgate without a key. Page 84
Locks and Security Sounding a panic alarm Press this control to activate the alarm. Panic alarm
will only operate with the ignition in the OFF position. Page 85 Locks and Security 1. Twist a
thin coin between the two halves of the transmitter near the key ring. Refer to the diagram
inside the transmitter unit. If more than 20 seconds pass before pressing a remote transmitter
button, the programming mode will exit and the procedure will have to be repeated. Page 87
Locks and Security 1. Page 88 Locks and Security Programming your own personal entry code
1. Enter the factory-set code keypad will illuminate when pressed. Enter your personal 5 digit
code. Enter each digit within five seconds of the previous one. Page 89 Locks and Security 2.
This system is designed to prevent the engine from being started unless a coded key
programmed to your vehicle is used. Page 91 OFF and restart the engine with all other objects
on the key ring held away from the ignition key. Check to make sure the coded key is an
approved Mercury coded key. Page 92 Locks and Security Please read and understand the
entire procedure before you begin. Insert the first previously programmed coded key into the
ignition and turn the ignition from 3 OFF to 4 ON maintain ignition in 4 ON for at least one
second. Page 93 Locks and Security The system is ready to arm whenever the key is removed
from the ignition. The purpose of these head restraints is to help limit head motion in the event
of a rear collision. To properly adjust your head restraints, lift the head restraint so that it is
located directly behind your head or as close to that position as possible. Do not pile cargo
higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of injuring people in a collision or sudden stop.
Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low across the hips.
Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to avoid injuring people in a collision or sudden
stop. To lower the seatback s from inside the vehicle, pull tab to release seat back and then fold
seatback down. Lift the remote latch release on the left side of the compartment and fold the
remaining floor panel until it latches. Make sure the seatback is locked in the upright position.
To close the seat, make sure the safety belts are properly stowed, then lift the remote latch
release and push the seat down until it latches. Page Seating and Safety Restraints How does
the personal safety system work? Page Seating and Safety Restraints safety belt pretensioner
activation depending upon safety belt usage. Refer to Safety Belt section in this chapter. This
maximizes the effectiveness of the safety belts and helps properly position the occupant
relative to the air bag to improve protection. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety belt
precautions Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low
across the hips. To reduce the risk of injury, make sure children sit where they can be properly
restrained. Never let a passenger hold a child on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Combination lap and shoulder belts 1. Insert the belt tongue into
the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from until you hear a
snap and feel it latch. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the buckle. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints response to vehicle movement. Automatic locking mode In this mode, the
shoulder belt is automatically pre-locked. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound.
This indicates the safety belt is now in the automatic locking mode. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Safety belt pretensioner Your vehicle is equipped with safety belt pretensioners at
the driver and front outboard passenger seating positions. The safety belt pretensioners are
designed to activate only when the safety belts are fastened during certain frontal or
near-frontal collisions with sufficient longitudinal deceleration. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Front safety belt height adjustment Your vehicle has safety belt height adjustments
for the driver and front passenger. Adjust the height of the shoulder belt so the belt rests across
the middle of your shoulder. To lower the shoulder belt height, pull the control down and slide
the height adjuster down. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Insert the tongue into the correct
buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from. To lengthen the belt, turn
the tongue at a right angle to the belt and pull across your lap until it reaches the buckle. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints grasp the tongue so that it is parallel to the webbing and slide the
tongue upward. Provide enough length so that the tongue can reach the buckle. To fasten the

belt, pull the combination lap and shoulder belt from the retractor so that the shoulder belt
portion of the safety belt crosses your shoulder and chest. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
If The purpose of the BeltMinder is to remind occasional wearers to wear safety belts all of the
time. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Reasons given Page Seating and Safety Restraints
Safety belt extension assembly If the safety belt is too short when fully extended, there is a 20
cm 8 inch safety belt extension assembly that can be added part number C This assembly can
be obtained from your dealer at no cost. Use only extensions manufactured by the same
supplier as the safety belt. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Personal Safety System has
determined the occupant conditions and crash severity are appropriate to activate these
devices. Refer to the Personal Safety System section in this chapter. Important supplemental
restraint system precautions Air bags DO NOT inflate slowly or gently and the risk of injury from
a deploying air bag is greatest close to the trim covering the air bag See your Ford or Lincoln
Mercury dealer. The front passenger air bag is not designed to offer protection to an occupant
in the center front seating position. Page Seating and Safety Restraints How do the air bag
supplemental restraints work? The air bags inflate and deflate rapidly upon activation. After air
bag deployment, it is normal to notice a smoke-like, powdery residue or smell the burnt
propellant. This may consist of cornstarch, talcum powder to lubricate the bag or sodium
compounds e. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the air bag supplemental
restraint system, its fuses or the seat cover on a seat containing an air bag. All occupants of the
vehicle including the driver should always Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the
air bag SRS, its fuses or the seat cover on a seat containing an air bag. All occupants of the
vehicle should always wear their safety belts Page Seating and Safety Restraints How does the
side air bag system work? Do not touch them after inflation. If the side air bag has deployed, the
air bag will not function again. The side air bag system including the seat must be inspected
and serviced by a qualified technician in accordance with Page Seating and Safety Restraints
Never let a passenger hold a child on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. The passenger
cannot protect the child from injury in a collision. Always follow the instructions and warnings
that come with any infant or child restraint you might use. Generally this is when they weigh
about 80 lbs about 8 to 12 years old. If you do not install and use the safety seat properly, the
child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Ford
recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat
in a seating position which is capable of providing a tether anchorage. For more information on
top tether straps, refer to Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints 2. Pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap
belt together. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 5. To put the retractor in the automatic locking
mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is pulled out
and a click is heard. Allow the belt to retract. The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it is in
the automatic locking mode. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Installing child safety seats in
the lap belt seating positions 1. Lengthen the lap belt. To lengthen the belt, hold the tongue so
that its bottom is perpendicular to the direction of webbing while sliding the tongue up the
webbing. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 1. Position the child safety seat on the seat
cushion. Route the child safety seat tether strap over the back of the seat. For vehicles with
adjustable head restraints, route the tether strap under the head restraint and between the head
restraint posts, otherwise route the tether strap over the top of the seatback. The guides hold
the seat trim away to expose the anchor and make it easier to attach some child seats. LOCK,
locks the steering wheel, automatic transmission gearshift lever and allows key removal. OFF,
shuts off the engine without locking the steering wheel. Page Driving Do not park, idle, or drive
your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Do not start your vehicle in a closed
garage or in other enclosed areas. Page Driving 4. Make sure the parking brake is set. Page
Driving 1. Turn the key to 5 START without pressing the accelerator pedal and release as soon
as the engine starts. The key will return to 4 ON. Page Driving tank will improve cold starting
performance. Your vehicle is designed to operate on E 85 ethanol alone, unleaded gasoline
alone, or any mixture of the two. If the engine fails to start using the preceding instructions 1.
WARNING: Engine exhaust, some of its constituents, and certain vehicle components contain
or emit chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. Page Driving Anti-lock brake system ABS if equipped On vehicles equipped
with an anti-lock braking system ABS , a noise from the hydraulic pump motor and pulsation in
the pedal may be observed during ABS braking events. Page Driving With the ABS light on, the
anti-lock brake system is disabled and normal braking is still effective unless the BRAKE brake
warning light also remains illuminated with parking brake released. If your brake warning lamp
illuminates, have your vehicle serviced immediately. Parking brake Apply the parking brake

whenever Page Traction Control Driving Pull the release lever to release the brake. Driving with
the parking brake on will cause the brakes to wear out quickly and reduce fuel economy. Park
brake warning chime Sounds when the parking brake is set, the engine is running and the
transaxle is not in P Park or N Neutral. This is normal system behavior. Page Driving Always set
the parking brake fully and make sure the gearshift is latched in P Park. Turn the ignition to the
LOCK position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle. If the parking brake is fully
released, but the brake warning lamp remains illuminated, the brakes may not be working
properly. Page Driving Hold the brake pedal down while you move the gearshift lever from P
Park to another position. If you do not hold the brake pedal down, your vehicle may move
unexpectedly and injure someone. Hold the brake pedal down while in this position. Overdrive
Overdrive position is the P R N normal driving position for an automatic overdrive transaxle.
Page Driving When to use D Drive The D Drive position eliminates P R N the needless shifting
back and forth between third and fourth gears that your vehicle may do when driving on hilly
terrain. It also gives more engine braking than overdrive to slow your vehicle on downgrades.
Page Vehicle Loading Driving When parking, do not use the gearshift in place of the parking
brake. Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is securely latched in
Park P. Turn off the ignition whenever you leave your vehicle. Never leave your vehicle
unattended while it is running. Page Trailer Towing Your vehicle does not come from the factory
fully equipped to tow. Do not tow a trailer until your vehicle has been driven at least km miles. If
towing with a station wagon, inflate the rear tires to 35 psi. Page Driving 3. Load - kg lbs. The
trailer brakes must meet local and Federal regulations. When turning, make wider turns so the
trailer wheels will clear curbs and other obstacles. Page Roadside Emergencies In the United
States, this card is found in the Owner Guide portfolio in the glove compartment in Ford
vehicles and is mailed to you if you own a Mercury or Lincoln. In Canada, the card is found in
the Owner Information Guide in the glove compartment. Page Hazard Flasher Switch If you need
to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call ;
Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who need to obtain
reimbursement information, call 1â€”â€”â€” Page Roadside Emergencies If your vehicle is a
sedan, the fuel pump shut-off switch is located on the right side of the trunk behind the trunk
liner. If your vehicle is a wagon, the fuel pump shut-off switch is located behind the service
panel on the right side of the cargo area. Blown fuses are identified by a broken wire within the
fuse. Check the appropriate fuses before replacing any electrical components. Note: Always
replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Page Roadside Emergencies
Passenger compartment fuse panel The fuse panel is located below and to the left of the
steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses. To remove a
fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. Page Roadside Emergencies To
reduce risk of electrical shock, always replace the cover to the Power Distribution Box before
reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. If the battery has been disconnected and
reconnected, refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance and specifications chapter. The
high-current fuses are coded as follows. Page Roadside Emergencies The use of tire sealants is
not recommended and may compromise the integrity of your tires. Temporary spare tire
information The temporary spare tire for your vehicle is labeled as such. It is smaller than a
regular tire and is designed for emergency use only. Replace the temporary spare tire with a
full-size tire as soon as possible. Page Roadside Emergencies To prevent the vehicle from
moving when you change a tire, be sure the parking brake is set, then block in both directions
the wheel that is diagonally opposite other side and end of the vehicle to the tire being changed.
If the vehicle slips off the jack, you or someone else could be seriously injured. Page Roadside
Emergencies 3. Remove the center ornament or wheel cover from the wheel with the tapered
end of the wheel lug nut wrench that came with your vehicle. Insert and twist the handle, then
pry against the wheel. Page Jump Starting Roadside Emergencies Remove the jack and fully
tighten the lug nuts in the order shown. Return the flat tire, jack and lug wrench to their proper
storage locations. Make sure the jack is fastened so it does not rattle when you drive. Page
Roadside Emergencies Preparing your vehicle When the battery is disconnected or a new
battery is installed, the transmission must relearn its shift strategy. This operation is considered
normal and will not affect function or durability of the transmission. Page Roadside
Emergencies 2. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery.
Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Make the final connection of the negative - cable. Do not use
fuel lines, engine rocker covers or the intake manifold as grounding points. Page Roadside
Emergencies Removing the jumper cables Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that
they were connected. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. After the
disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several

minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. It is recommended that your
vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Away from home If you own a Ford or
Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more
help than the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the
Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page P. Page
Warranty expires. There are several plans available in various time, distance and deductible
combinations which can be tailored to fit your own driving needs. Ford ESP also offers
reimbursement benefits for towing and rental coverage. Page What kinds of cases does the
Board review? The dealership Board member is chosen from Ford and Lincoln Mercury
dealership management, recognized for their business leadership qualities. What the Board
needs Page Customer Assistance Oral presentations If you would like to make an oral
presentation, indicate YES to question 6 on the application. While it is your right to make an oral
presentation before the Board, this is not a requirement and the Board will decide the case
whether or not an oral presentation is made. Telephone: FAX: If you are in another foreign
country, contact the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership employees cannot help you, they
can direct you to the nearest Ford affiliate office. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Only
Customer Assistance vehicle with one substantially identical or repurchase the vehicle and
reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the actual price paid or payable by the consumer
less a reasonable allowance for consumer use. The consumer has the right to choose whether
to receive a refund or replacement vehicle. Department of Transportation Washington, D. These
products are available from your dealer. If the wiper does not wipe properly, substances on the
windshield, rear window or the wiper blades may be the cause. These may include hot wax
treatments used by commercial car washes, tree sap, or other organic contamination. These
quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are
custom designed to complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. If your vehicle
requires professional service, your dealership can provide the necessary parts and service.
Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under the bottom of the instrument
panel. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch located in the center between
the hood and the grille. Automatic transmission fluid dipstick 2. Brake fluid reservoir 3. Air filter
assembly 4. Battery 5. Engine oil filler cap 6. Engine oil dipstick 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8.
Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. Engine oil dipstick 6. Engine oil filler cap 7. Windshield
washer fluid reservoir 9. The reservoir is highlighted with a symbol. Add fluid to fill the reservoir
if the level is low. In very cold weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Page Engine Oil
Maintenance and Specifications Checking and adding washer fluid for the liftgate if equipped
The opening for the reservoir is located on the passenger side under the tail lamp. Refill this
reservoir with the same fluid you use for your windshield. Page Maintenance and Specifications
5. Locate and carefully remove the engine oil indicator dipstick. Wipe the indicator clean. Insert
the indicator fully, then remove it again. Page Maintenance and Specifications Adding engine oil
1. Check the engine oil. For instructions, refer to Checking the engine oil in this chapter. If the
engine oil level is not within the normal range, add only certified engine oil of the recommended
viscosity. Remove the engine oil filler cap and use a funnel to pour the engine oil into the
opening. Page Battery Maintenance and Specifications that does not meet Ford material and
design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. It is recommended
you use the appropriate Motorcraft oil filter or another brand meeting Ford specifications for
your engine application. Lift the battery with a battery carrier or with your hands on opposite
corners. Follow your local authorized standards for disposal. Call your local authorized
recycling center to find out more about recycling automotive batteries. Page Maintenance and
Specifications When the engine is cold, check the level of the engine coolant in the reservoir.
Page Maintenance and Specifications Do not put engine coolant in the windshield washer fluid
container. If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant could make it difficult to see through the
windshield. Page Maintenance and Specifications For vehicles with overflow coolant systems
with a non-pressurized cap on the coolant recovery system, add coolant to the coolant recovery
reservoir when the engine is cool. For all other vehicles, which have a coolant degas system
with a pressurized cap, or if it is necessary to remove the coolant pressure relief cap on the
radiator of a vehicle with an overflow system, follow these steps to add engine coolant. Page
Maintenance and Specifications Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company recommends
the use of a recycled engine coolant produced by Ford-approved processes in vehicles
originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Engine Coolant green-colored. Fuels such as
gasoline and ethanol are highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury.
Page Maintenance and Specifications and sugar cane. When ethanol is used in the making of
motor fuels, a small amount of a bad tasting chemical is added to discourage beverage use.
When fueling your vehicle: 1. Page Maintenance and Specifications Do not use fuel containing

methanol. It can damage critical fuel system components. Your vehicle was not designed to use
fuel or fuel additives with metallic compounds, including manganese-based compounds
containing MMT. Repairs to correct the effects of using a fuel for which your vehicle was not
designed may not be covered by your warranty. Gasolines that meet the World-wide Fuel
Charter should be used when available. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because
this situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain components. Page Maintenance and
Specifications amount of fuel in a full tank and a tank when the fuel gauge indicates empty.
Empty reserve is the small amount of fuel remaining in the fuel tank after the fuel gauge
indicates empty. The amount of usable fuel in the empty reserve varies and should not be relied
upon to increase driving range. Page Maintenance and Specifications economy under current
driving conditions. Additionally, keeping records during summer and winter will show how
temperature impacts fuel economy. In general, lower temperatures give lower fuel economy.
Driving style â€” good driving and fuel economy habits Give consideration to the lists that
follow and you may be able to change a number of variables and improve your fuel economy.
Follow the recommended maintenance schedule and owner maintenance checks found in your
vehicle scheduled maintenance guide. The scheduled maintenance items listed in the
scheduled maintenance guide are essential to the life and performance of your vehicle and to its
emissions system. Page Maintenance and Specifications description in the Warning lights and
chimes section of the Instrument Cluster chapter. Page Maintenance and Specifications 4.
Check the fluid level in the reservoir. Do not add fluid if the level is within this range. Note: The
3. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2. Visually inspect the fluid level. If necessary, add
brake fluid from a clean un-opened container until the level reaches MAX. Do not fill above this
line. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this chapter. With the parking brake engaged and your
foot on the brake pedal, start the engine and move the gearshift lever through all of the gear
ranges. Allow sufficient time for each gear to engage. Latch the gearshift lever in P Park and
leave the engine running. If an overfill occurs, excess fluid should be removed by a qualified
technician. Page Maintenance and Specifications conditions of their use, however, and may
depart significantly from the norm due to variations in driving habits, service practices, and
differences in road characteristics and climates. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Improperly inflated tires can affect vehicle handling and can fail suddenly, possibly resulting in
loss of vehicle control. To make sure your tires wear evenly and last longer, rotate them as
indicated in the scheduled maintenance guide. Page Maintenance and Specifications Make sure
that all replacement tires are of the same size, type, load-carrying capacity and tread design e.
Failure to follow these precautions may adversely affect the handling of the vehicle and make it
easier for the driver to lose control and roll over. Page Maintenance and Specifications Please
note that in the
parts of mouth diagram
tekonsha wiring harness
2004 ford explorer shop manual
graphic XXXX is representative of your vehicle identification number. These quality accessories
have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to
complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your vehicle. Page Accessories Travel
equipment Electrochromic inside mirror with compass Electrochromic inside mirror with
compass and temperature Emergency kit Factory luggage rack adaptors First aid kit Fog lamps
Framed luggage carrier HomeLink Removable luggage rack Removable luggage rack adapters
Soft luggage cover Speed control Track rider bars Protection and appearance equipment Page
Index Index maintenance-free Page Index instrument panel Page Index octane rating Page Index
Lane change indicator Power adjustable foot pedals.. Page Index child safety seats This manual
is also suitable for: Cougar Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

